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I. Introduction 

It is known that fracture toughness in steels, especially in low alloy steels, is severely 
reduced by exposure at the temperature range of 350-575°C through isothermal aging or 
slow cooling. It is also well recognized that segregation of impurities, such as Sb, P, Sn, 
As, along prior austenite grain boundaries is the main cause of thermal (temper) 
embrittlement. The most potent embrittling elements, in order of decreasing potency, are 
Sb, Sn, P, and As. However Sb, Sn and As are not generally present in steels. Therefore 
P is usually the most concerned element in steels. McMahon has concluded in his review 
that plain C steels containing less than 0.5 wt% Mn are not susceptible to temper 
embrittlement. However he also noted the strong effect of Mn as an enhancement of the P 
effect on thermal embrittlement. It is apparent that not enough data exists on the long-term 
aging of plain C-Mn steels, particularly high Mn contents, to disregard the possibility of 
thermal embrittlement. 

A516 plain carbon steels has been proposed as a corrosion allowable material (CRM) 
for the outer barrier of canistered waste disposal containers. The expected peak 
temperature for a waste package container is as high as 200°C for many years. Therefore 
concern has been raised whether thermal embrittlement would occur in this steel after the 
long term temperature exposure expected in the current nuclear waste packages. The 
current report documents our recent analysis for this problem. 

II. Thermodynamics and kinetics of P segregation in steels 

To answer the raised issue, we analyzed the segregation of P in steels after both a 
typical thermal embrittlement cycle at 350 - 575”C, and a typical temperature cycle expected 
in a nuclear waste package. These two profiles are shown in Table 1. 

To analyze the amount of segregation, both the theories of thermodynamics and kinetics 
of segregation have to be used. The thermodynamics theory addresses what the expected 
segregation is under equilibrium condition, and the kinetic theory addresses the segregation 
as a function of time and temperature. McLean2 developed a theory of grain boundary 
segregation using statistical thermodynamics, this is expressed as the following: 

&, / (1 - XJ = [Xc I( 1 - X,)] l exp(-GG/RT) (1) 

where X, is the equilibrium fraction of grain boundary being covered with a monolayer of 
impurity of concern, X, is the solubility of impurity in the matrix, and 6G is the Gibbs free 

. energy of segregation. For phosphorus in steel, Bruce3 and his coworkers have, based on 
experimental data, derived 6G as a function of temperature, T. This is given as, 

6G (J/mol) = -63000 + 21.0 l T (K) (2) 



The solubility of P in steels, X,, can be obtained from the Fe-P phase diagram4. Two data 
points, at T= 400 and 443”C, were obtained (see Fig. 1) and fitted to an Ahhenius equation 
(shown in Fig. 1). The solubilities at different temperatures were then obtained through 
this equation. 
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Fig.1 The solubility of P in Fe, obtained from the Fe-P phase diagram4. 

McLean2 also developed a theory for the kinetics of grain boundary segregation. The 
fraction of grain boundary coverage, X,(t), at a given time t and temperature T is given as, 

[X,0> - xl@>1 / [X,- &m = 
1 - exp(4Dt/P2f2)*erfc(4Dt/p2fZ)0 5 (3) 

where D is the solute diffusion coefficient, cm2/s, t is time in sec., p is the grain boundary 
enrichment ratio defined as X,,/ X,, f is defined as f = a3/b2 with a and b being the atomic 
sizes of matrix element and impunty element, respectively. 

. For P in steels, we used a = 1.24” l@* cm and b = 1 .O* 10“ cm, and the diffusion 
coefficient D was derived by Bruce3 et. al. as, 

D = 0.25 l exp[-2OOOO(J/mol)/RT] (4) 



III. Analysis for the segregation of P in steel 

Equations l-4 were used to calculate the segregation in steel (the fraction of grain 
boundary being covered with a monolayer of P ) after the typical thermal embrittlement 
cycle in steels and the expected waste package temperature cycle. The results are shown in 
Table 1. 

These results show that the total gram boundary segregation of P after the typical 
thermal embrittlement cycle is 0.97, while that for the expected waste package temperature 
cycle is 0.012. The segregation expected for the waste package is only about 1.2% of that 
for the typical thermal embrittlement cycle in steels. Therefore we conclude there will be no 
thermal embrittlement in the waste package carbon steels. 

Table 1 Grain boundary segregation of P in steels after the two temperature cycles. 

T. “C t. days Segregation 
(Typical thermal embrittlement temperature cycle in steels) 

575 0.04 0.84 
538 0.08 0.88 
524 0.5 0.89 
496 2 0.91 
468 3 0.93 
350 5 0.97 

200 
180 
140 
80 

(Expected waste package temperature cycle) 
1825 

36500 
365000 

3650000 

0.005 
0.011 
0.012 
0.012 
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